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Training Goals 
• Increase hiring teams’ self-awareness about D&I hiring practices 

○ Learn how to be more proactively inclusive 
○ Gain understanding of our blind spots 

• Improve and standardize recruiting and hiring practices 
○ Learn about the Exploratorium’s hiring processes  
○ Find where to access necessary resources for hiring 
○ Provide tools and resources for increasing staff diversity  
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Would you rather travel in space or scuba dive? 

Image to come 
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Diversity & Inclusion Initiative 
• Increase diversity in staff, 

programs, and visitors  
• Support staff in recruiting, 

hiring, and retaining diverse 
staff  

• Coach staff in building cultural 
competency 
 

• Provide inclusion training for 
staff 
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Core Values: Inclusion and Respect 
 
Everyone is welcome at the Exploratorium; we 
don’t ask our visitors, staff, or partners to 
leave any part of themselves behind when 
they enter. We celebrate and respect all of 
our diverse contributions, experiences, 
histories, and backgrounds. This spirit of 
inclusion yields stronger, more representative 
conversations, decisions, projects, and 
programs. 
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Benefits of a Diverse Workplace  
Increasing the diversity of our staff and 
volunteers serves to: 

● Expand ideas and approaches to attract 
broader visitorship 

● Build relationships with different 
communities 

● Increase levels of creativity and innovation 

● Improve employee retention 

● Build toward a more sustainable 
economic model 

 

 

 

Add image 
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Dimensions of Diversity  

Adapted from: Loden, Marily & Rosener, Judy, ”Workforce 
America! Managing Employee Diversity as a Vital Resource,” 
McGraw-Hill Professional Publishing, 1990  
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VGLQuestions to considerDoes anything specifically resonate with you today? Is there anything on here that you haven’t thought of before as a dimension of diversity? Are there dimensions here that others have ascribed to you? How did that make you feel?



Looking at Definitions 
Culture refers to integrated patterns of human behavior that include the language, thoughts, communications, 
actions, customs, beliefs, values, and institutions of racial, ethnic, religious, or social groups. 

Diversity encompasses all those differences that make us unique, including but not limited to race, color, ethnicity, 
language, nationality, sexual orientation, religion, gender, socio-economic status, age, and physical and mental 
ability.  A diverse group, community or organization is one in which a variety of social and cultural characteristics 
exist. 

Cultural Competence is a process of lifelong learning.  It results in knowledge, skills, behaviors, and attitudes that 
allow us to work effectively with others from different cultural backgrounds, increases the ability of organizations 
to maximize the benefits of diversity within their workforces, and improves the services we offer to our various 
stakeholders. 

Inclusion denotes an environment where each individual member of a diverse group feels valued, is able to fully 
develop his or her potential and contributes to the organization’s success.  

Source: Cultural Compentence Learning Institute (CCLI) - http://community.astc.org/ccli/philosophy-approach/history-and-definitions 
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http://community.astc.org/ccli/philosophy-approach/history-and-definitions


Diversity Statistics 
Statistics we have for now 

● Binary Gender 

● Ethnicity/Race 
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TJ - 25mins totalLimited to government standardsWe can now look at our EEO Statisitics with our new ATSTaking into consideration these other categories, but we don’t have statistics right now…(other areas of diversity)Opening everybody’s mind to becoming more inclusive (including these other categories of diversity)We don’t have data to compare with the greater bay area, but we should still take into account recruiting to these different categories



Your Organization’s statistics** 
● Your organization’s statistics compared to the community’s demographics 

● Your organization’s statistics at different managerial & non-managerial 
levels 

● You may also want to compare your frontline staff separately or any 
specific areas of your organization with higher levels of diversity 

● Your organization’s statistics compared to visitorship 

● You can look at also the EEO diversity statistics from your Applicant 
Tracking System 
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Reflection Questions 
● What does this information make you feel or think about the 

Exploratorium?  

● What about this information surprised you?  

● How might this information inform your work?  

● How do you think this information may influence your future hiring 
decisions? 
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BREAK 
10 mins - Snack + Bio Break!! 



Biases 
• Unconscious Bias 
 
• Conscious Bias 
 
• Affinity Bias 
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What do you see?   How many see a duck? How many see a bunny? This cognitive illusion is a great reminder how we all see and perceive things differently based on our experiences, attitudes, and knowledge.Unconscious bias refers to an implicit bias that we are unaware of, and which happens outside of our control. It is a bias that happens automatically and is triggered by our brain making quick judgment. An unconscious bias is a prejudice we have or an assumption that we make about another person based on common cultural stereotypes, rather than on a thoughtful judgment. Unconscious bias operates at a very subtle level, below our awareness.Conscious Bias or explicit bias refers to the attitudes, preferences, and beliefs we have about a person or group on a conscious level. Affinity bias is when we prefer people who are most like us or we have a connection to based on a shared background. This can be someone who looks like you or your family. Maybe they went to your same alma mater. Or they have similar hobbies to you. 



What is Unconscious Bias? 
The shortcuts our brain uses to 
make decisions quickly. 
     

  
How does this factor into 

recruiting and hiring? 
     

  
We have a tendency, when faced 

with limited information about a 
person, to map them to our past 
experiences working with people 
we feel are similar. 
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Unconscious bias can prevent individuals from making the most objective decisions. They can cause people to overlook great ideas, undermine individual potential, and create a less than ideal work experience for their colleagues. By understanding unconscious bias and overcoming it at critical moments, individuals can make better decisions - from finding the best talent (no matter what the background) to acknowledging a great idea (no matter who it came from) - and build a workforce and workplace that support and encourages diverse perspectives and contributions.



Unconscious Bias @ Work 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NW5s_-Nl3JE 
 

Video from Google’s professional development series on 
Unconscious Bias: 
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VGLI’d like to show you this video from Google’s professional development series on UB. It comes from the module called  Guide: Raise awareness about unconscious bias. This video gives an overview of how UB in the workplace can hinder equity, innovation, and diversity.Video 3:58 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NW5s_-Nl3JE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NW5s_-Nl3JE


Implicit Bias Tests 
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The Implicit Association Test site gives you the opportunity to assess your conscious and unconscious preferences for over 90 different topics ranging from pets to political issues, ethnic groups to sports teams, and entertainers to styles of music. At the same time, you will be assisting psychological research on thoughts and feelings.The test asks you to report your attitudes toward or beliefs about these topics, and provide some general information about yourself. These demonstrations should be more valuable if you have also tried to describe your self-understanding of the characteristic that the IAT is designed to measure. Also, we would like to compare possible differences among groups in their IAT performance and opinions, at least among those who decide to participate. At the end you get a score with some interpretation what it might mean to you and things to think about. The results can be surprising and something difficult to hear. The goal is to make you more aware of your unconscious biases so you can begin to address it. 



Recruiting & Interviewing  

• Tips to: 
o Reduce Bias 
o Increase Diversity 

 

• Where to find resources 
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Recruiting for Diversity 
Recruiting  

• Ensure your job description reflects the qualifications you really need 
• Cast a wide net 

o OD’s Wiki page has a huge list of places to post  
o Where do YOU think we would find candidates  

• Be in recruiting mode all the time - Create a pipeline for future roles 
 
Selection 

• Include a wider array of candidates – Look to add candidates with a variety of 
backgrounds into the talent funnel 

• Keep your bias in check when reviewing resumes.  Don’t make assumptions. 
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*Don’t just post to 1 site, get the posting in front of different people (+/- of posting on LinkedIn, Facebook, Craigslist, other)*Do you need that educational requirement, how might it be limiting your pool). Are your qualifications unnecessarily exclusionary?*At conferences, meetups, etc. be on the lookout for potential future co-workers



Explo Recruiting 
Advertising 

● How long do jobs need to be 
posted? 

● Where can we post? 

● Recruiting costs charged to 
your department. 
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PULL UP WIKI https://wiki.exploratorium.edu/display/INTRANET/Organizational+DevelopmentWiki form (RFH, Greensheets, big huge list of posting places)*Union jobs up for 2 weeks, others not required, but need to be up for a period*Can post to so many places, chat with OD team about expanding beyond normal places. Want to target bilingual people? We can help!*want to reach as many places as possible, must cast wide net to get it in front of diverse audience 



Reducing Bias in Interviews 
Before the Interview  
         

   
•  Examine your beliefs and assumptions - Build an understanding of your own 

personal biases.      
       

•  Plan ahead - Create interview & evaluation plan. Ensure a consistent interview 
experience for all candidates, Script questions ahead of time  

•  Agree on success criteria - Everyone should agree on the definition of a good 
answer that shows the candidate embodies the company’s values.  
  -What will make a successful candidate? Are there holes in the team we need to fill? What 
skills do we need? What are we looking for? 

        
      

     
    
   
   



Reducing Bias in Interviews 
During the interview  
       
•  Same environment for each interview – Same setting, same questions 
•  Use Hiring Teams – Each member asks the same questions in each interview 
•  Avoid “small talk” – Chat when the structured interview content is completed.

  
•  Focus on success criteria – Ask questions that determine if the candidate meets 

success criteria instead of whether they possess certain past experiences or traits. 
Avoid personal/lifestyle questions.     
      

•  Listen intently - Work hard to validate assumptions while candidates are still in the 
interview room. 

         
      
     
    
   
   



Reducing Bias in Interviews 
After the interview 

         
    

• Stick to the evaluation plan - Evaluate candidates using only specific, 
factual evidence gathered during the structured interview process. 

 
• Evaluate candidate right after interview - Make time to evaluate 

candidate against success criteria in a timely fashion. 

 



Questions You Can’t Ask 
● How old are you? 

● When did you graduate from ________? 

● Are you married? 

● Are you gay? 

● Do you have/plan on having children? 

● Who will take care of your children while you’re at work? 

● Is English your first language? 

● Are you a U.S. citizen? 

●What country are you from? 

●Where were you/your parents born? 

●What is your religion? 

●Where do you go to church? 

●What clubs or social organizations do you belong to? 

●Do you have any disabilities? 

●Have you ever been arrested? 

●If you’ve been in the military, were you honorably 
discharged? 

Presenter
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*Legal reasons for being fair, consistent and objective*Protected CategoriesQuestions you can’t ask (fly in)From Glassdoor Interviewing Guide• How is your health?					• How tall are you? How much do you weigh?



Wiki Resources 
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Exploratorium Hiring Process 
Pre-Recruiting 

● Request For Hire (RFH) 

○ Updated Job Description 

● Position Approval Committee (PAC) 

○ Wed @ 11am 
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Pass out a copy of A GUIDE TO THE HIRING PROCESSHave Wiki link on screen to navigate and show*want to ensure everyone here understand the process and has access to the various tools we’ve mentioned	



Q&A  
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Additional Resources 
7 Practical Ways to Reduce Hiring Bias in Your Hiring Process  
https://hbr.org/2017/06/7-practical-ways-to-reduce-bias-in-your-hiring-process?referral=03758&cm_vc=rr_item_page.top_right 

How to Take the Bias Out of Interviews 
 https://hbr.org/2016/04/how-to-take-the-bias-out-of-interviews?referral=03759&cm_vc=rr_item_page.bottom  

Implicit Bias Tests 
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html  

Guide: Raise Awareness about Unconscious Bias 
https://rework.withgoogle.com/guides/unbiasing-raise-awareness/steps/introduction/ 

ThinkHR Internal Training Webinars (contact OD for a training invitation) 

Essentials of Interviewing and Hiring: Conducting an Effective Interview and Interviewing: Doing it Right 
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https://hbr.org/2017/06/7-practical-ways-to-reduce-bias-in-your-hiring-process?referral=03758&cm_vc=rr_item_page.top_right
https://hbr.org/2016/04/how-to-take-the-bias-out-of-interviews?referral=03759&cm_vc=rr_item_page.bottom
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html
https://rework.withgoogle.com/guides/unbiasing-raise-awareness/steps/introduction/
https://learn.thinkhr.com/training/course/view.php?id=1574
https://learn.thinkhr.com/training/course/view.php?id=1492


Coming Soon! 
● Evaluation Survey 

 

● Onboarding: First 120 Days 

 

● Diversity and Inclusion Trainings 

 

● Diversity and Inclusion Wiki page 
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